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Clues for the determination of the spore-sizes in

Boudie’s illustrated publications

J. van Brummelen

Rijksherbarium, Leiden

A scale communicated in a letter written by Boudier makes possible the

establishment of the spore-sizes in his earlier publications; it is here repro-

duced. Similarly, but with a different scale, the sizes of the spores in

Boudier’s publications from 1885 onwards can be revaluated. His micro-

scopic measurements have been found to be usually about 10 % too high.

In the British Museum (Natural History) I found by chance a letter written

by Boudier on 21st July 1878, probably directed to M. C. Cooke (Fig. 1). In this

Boudier explained how he arrived at his enlargement of the spore-drawings.

It is evident that Boudier himself strongly doubted whether the numeral he

stated was correct. Probably 340 as well as the other figures he gave for his enlarge-

ments of the microscopical drawings refer to the optical enlargements by his

microscope of certain combinations of objectives and oculars. This he inferred

from information received from Nachet, the manufacturer of his instrument.

It was Boudier's ( 1886: 138) habit to measure the objects drawn by means of

"340"
a self-made scale. The scale from his letter about the drawings indicated by ———

makes it possible to determine the correct sizes of the spores and to establish the

exact enlargement of these drawings. Since the measuring-scale in its total length

represents o. I mm, the correct enlargement of his early spore-drawings is in reality

about 840 times. This fully agrees with the enlargement Boudier gave for the spore-

drawings in his succeeding illustrated paper (Boudier, 1881).
In 1885, however, Boudier slightly changed the usual enlargement of his spore-

drawings to 820 times (instead of 840). From then on his values for microscopic
sizes in the descriptions were exaggerated. After that, because of an error in the

construction of his measuring-scale (cf. Maire, 1917: 247; 1926: 47> his measure-

ments were usually about one-tenth too high.

The correct interpretation of Boudier's descriptions of fungi in his earlier

publications is often hampered by his omission ofthe sizes ofthe microscopic details.

This is especially true of his "Memoire sur les Ascoboles" (Boudier, i86g) in which

many species of Ascobolaceae were described and illustrated. Even a cursory study

of the fine plates accompanying this memoire reveals that the microscopical drawings

do not agree with the relevant enlargements.

Contrary to most of the others, the spore-drawings in Boudier's early publications

were usually drawn to the same scale of enlargement, which was stated to be

340 times. This, however, is far toe low.
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Fig. 1. — Part of Boudier’s letter with a scale used to measure spores in his early spore-

drawings that were enlarged about 840 times. (Natural size).
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Since Boudier's drawings are models of accuracy and no deviations from the

reproduction-scale of the later drawings could be established, even now it is possible

to measure the spores in these drawings with a correct measuring-scale.

Using the scale leproduced in Figure 2 details can be measured from drawings

with an 820-times enlargement, thereby making it possible to control the spore-

measurements in most of Boudier's publications after 1885. Among these is his

'Icones Mycologicae' (Boudier, 1).

Although this method of measuring is very indirect it provides more reliable

spore-sizes for most of Boudier's fine drawings than those given previously.
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Fig. 2. —
Scale to measure spores in Boudier’s drawings with an enlargement of820 times.


